Agricultural products include __ soybeans, cattle and dairy products
The city of __ was founded by the U.S. Steel Company in 1906
__ and Mennonite farmers continue to live without modern conveniences
Creates __ electrical, transportation, and chemical products
Major cities: Indianapolis, Fort __, Evansville, South Bend, and Gary
The land was originally claimed by LaSalle for New __
Pioneer aviators Orville and Wilbur __ were born in Indiana
The state motto is "The Crossroads of __", due to its location
Indiana limestone has built over a dozen state and __ buildings
__ competition hurt the automotive industry in the 1980s
The __ machine gun was invented in Indianapolis in 1862
Hoosier Hill at 1257 feet is the __ point in the state
Named for the local __, of which only about 8000 remain
Abraham __ spent most of his childhood in Spencer County
Fort Wayne held the first professional __ game on May 4, 1871
The University of Notre Dame, founded in 1842, is home of the __ Irish
Bordered by Illinois, __, Michigan, and Ohio
The Indiana University Hoosiers' tradition of __ dates to 1901
Indiana has more miles of __ per square mile than any other state
Birthplace of Michael Jackson, John Cougar __, and James Dean
Became the __ state on December 11, 1816
Elkhart, Indiana makes the most musical __ in the U.S.
The __ Railroad in Indiana helped many slaves reach freedom
The capital and largest city in the center of the state
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